
USS Delphyne 10005.29


Host Nicke says:
<><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><
AOPS_Hawkes says:
:: Ops on Bridge ::
CSO_KBeth says:
::shakes head to clear the ringing::
CO_Grant says:
::On the bridge::
AXO_Lynam says:
::On bridge in XO chair.::
CNS-Jiosa says:
::at her chair, just barely managed to stay in it during the wave::
CIV_McLeod says:
::at the FCO station, working as best he can to get the ship moving in the right direction::
CO_Grant says:
AFCO: Mr.Mcleod, do we have any propulsion systems available? Warp,impulse, thrusters?
Eng_Bridges says:
:: collecting himself in Cargo Bay 1 ::
AOPS_Hawkes says:
::Begins trying to bring systems back up. Routs what little power there is to main systems, shields and navigation.::
CSO_KBeth says:
::glances over the sporatic telemetry coming in from the sensor array:: AXO: Sensors are at 20%
CO_Grant says:
AXO: status from the departments?
CNS-Jiosa says:
::got thrown up against the arm of her chair, fairly painful but bearable::
AXO_Lynam says:
*Eng*: Status report on the runabouts and shuttlecraft.
Eng_Bridges says:
*AXO*: going to check on them right now, will get back to you soon
CNS-Jiosa says:
::might be a hairline fracture there, not likely but best see the Doc, after this mission is over::
CO_Grant says:
::Sees the counselor favoring her arm::
CO_Grant says:
Counselor : Are you ok?
CSO_KBeth says:
AOPS:Can I get more power to the sensors...
Host Nicke says:
ACTION: The ship drifts quietly within the nebula as the crew works on bringing engines back online
Eng_Bridges says:
:: exits CB1 and to Shuttle Bays ::
CNS-Jiosa says:
CO: I've been better but it will be al right for now
CIV_McLeod says:
CO: We have thrusters, sir....a suggestion, sir?
AOPS_Hawkes says:
CSO: I'm working on it. ::tries to rustle up a little more power for sensors.::
AXO_Lynam says:
CSO: Can we direct a polaron beam from the deflector into the next oncoming wave to act as a splitter?  A beam at the opposite frequency of the wave.
CNS-Jiosa says:
::checks to see how the designated safety areas are doing::
Host Nicke says:
ACTION: viewscreen shows a spectacular site ......
CO_Grant says:
COUnselor: ONce power is restored, stop by MEDBay and have that arm checked
CO_Grant says:
AFCO: suggestion?
CNS-Jiosa says:
CO: Understood sir
CSO_KBeth says:
::Sees a few more lights blink on the console::AXO: I barely have enough power for the short range sensor array.::pauses as she sees the viewscreen::
CNS-Jiosa says:
::power is on minimal in safety areas, good enough for now::
AOPS_Hawkes says:
CO: Permission to evacuate uneeded decks until the power situation stabilizes?
Host Nicke says:
ACTION: secndary systems come online
CIV_McLeod says:
CO: sir, we're not going to get very far on thrusters.  Until we get some other propulsion systems back, maybe we should maneuver the ship into the waves to lessen the effect?
AXO_Lynam says:
CSO: Just determine if it would work, we'll get you the power.
AOPS_Hawkes says:
::notices more power, shunts some of it to Sci Sensors and reinforces inertial dampers and Hull integrity Field::
Eng_Bridges says:
:: enters SB 1 checks over the Platte and Europa :: Computer: run level 3 diagnostic on both the Platte and the Europa
Eng_Bridges says:
<Computer> running level 3 diagnostic
CO_Grant says:
AFCO: Aim the ship into the waves, at least a minimum of the ship will get beat up
Eng_Bridges says:
:: Bridges now performs mechanics and system readings ::
AXO_Lynam says:
AOPS: There is a subroutine programmed into the power systems for just that job Lieutenant.  It's under 'Lynam-emerg-1'.  Might save you some time. ::Smiles::
CO_Grant says:
::LOoks up at the screen at the view::
CNS-Jiosa says:
CO: Perhaps we can evacuate those areas that will be effect by this ongoing pummeling ?
AOPS_Hawkes says:
AXO: Thank you Fox ::initiates 'Lynam-emerg-1'
CIV_McLeod says:
CO: Aye, sir.  :: moves the ship to point into the waves::
Eng_Bridges says:
<Computer> diagnostics complete, nothing found
Eng_Bridges says:
:: Bridges checks prove nothing ::
CSO_KBeth says:
AXO: Aye sir.  Actually if we can send out a radiation flux subprobe it might provide us with a smoother surface.  This way we would use the probes power not ours
CO_Grant says:
CNS: That might be appropriate, check with mr.Hawkes to see what decks and sections must be evacuated.
CNS-Jiosa says:
::nods to the CO and gets up and moves over by Hawkes station::
Eng_Bridges says:
*AXO*: the Platte and Europa check out, Going over SB2 to check the Rio...ahh I mean to check the Brege
AXO_Lynam says:
CSO: Good idea Lt.  Prepare three and launch as needed.
AOPS_Hawkes says:
::notices the CNS ::
CIV_McLeod says:
::checks the status of the engines::
AXO_Lynam says:
*Eng*: Acknowleged.
AXO_Lynam says:
CO: The runabouts and shuttles check out o.k.
Eng_Bridges says:
:: walks out of SB1 ::
CNS-Jiosa says:
AOPS: I was thinking that we could evacuated the decks that are being affect most harshly from the wave right now, what decks are feeling the most strain?
AOPS_Hawkes says:
::brings up the ships hull stess schematic on his console::
CSO_KBeth says:
AXO: Probe launched, sir.
AOPS_Hawkes says:
CNS: It looks like the forward sections, and those closest to the Nacelles are felling the most strain
CO_Grant says:
AXO: glad to hear the runabouts and shuttlecraft are good. We might have to use one
AOPS_Hawkes says:
CNS: Also decks 19-20 can be evacuated.
Eng_Bridges says:
:: makes it over to SB2 and walks over to the Brege ::
CNS-Jiosa says:
AOPS: We want to either evacuate those completly or down to minimal crew complement does that pose a problem?
AXO_Lynam says:
CO: Can we remodulate the anti-Breen shielding to protect us from the effects of the waves?
AOPS_Hawkes says:
CNS: No, there are no critical systems that need manning in those areas.
Eng_Bridges says:
Computer: run level 3 diagnostics
Host Nicke says:
ACTION: sensors pick up what appears to be another wave forming
Eng_Bridges says:
<Computer> running diagnostics
AOPS_Hawkes says:
::notices that Psion isn't at Tac. Patches tac into his console.::
Eng_Bridges says:
:: Bridges performs mechanics and system readings ::
CSO_KBeth says:
AXO:Another wave is forming...ETA 35 seconds
CO_Grant says:
AXO: Try it, get the TAC personnel to help
AOPS_Hawkes says:
::runs down the tactical status::
CNS-Jiosa says:
CO: Begining evactuation of the effected decks::sends out the orders::
CO_Grant says:
ALL: Brace for impact
AXO_Lynam says:
AOPS: Remodulate the shielding to match the wave, shunt all power we can spare into the forward emmitters.
CNS-Jiosa says:
::sits back down and braces for the impact::
CO_Grant says:
CSO: any more news learned from the probe?
CSO_KBeth says:
::starts setting telemetry data into the probe, watches as the top of the wave appears to smooth over::AXO: The probe is working....the wave crest is starting to smooth over
AXO_Lynam says:
*MO*: Doctor, send a medical team to the bridge.
Host Nicke says:
ACTION: impact of wave is minimal
CIV_McLeod says:
::braces himself again, intent on not doing smashing anything into anything::
AOPS_Hawkes says:
AXO: Aye aye sir :: Remodulates the shields to the wave freq and puts more power into forward deflector shields::
Lea is now known as Nurse_Rynle.
Pam (Pam@user.acalltoduty.net-23082.glen-net.ca) has joined the conversation.
CO_Grant says:
::delighted to see lights still up:;
CO_Grant says:
AXO,CSO: Good work
Eng_Bridges says:
<Computer> diagnostics complete, nothing found
Nurse_Rynle says:
*OPS*: Aye sir, on it's way.  ::Grabs her medkit and runs out of sickbay into the TL:: TL: Bridge.
AXO_Lynam says:
CSO: Well, that worked pretty well.  Good work.
Eng_Bridges says:
:: Bridges checks prove nothing ::
CO_Grant says:
AXO: Crack the whip on the engineers, have them fix our remaining problems asap
CSO_KBeth says:
AXO:The wave crest dissapated 85%, but the probe was destroyed...launching a second probe
AXO_Lynam says:
CO: yes sir.
AOPS_Hawkes says:
*CNS*: As you evacuate areas. Pleas let me know. I need to conserve power, and I don't want to do that until everyone is out.
CIV_McLeod says:
CSO: when you have a spare moment, we should probably figure out where we'll be parking ourselves once we can move again
Eng_Bridges says:
*AXO*: the Brege and the rest of the Shuttle are ok, going to try and get you impulse power
AXO_Lynam says:
*Eng*: We need full power yesterday.  Make it your top priority.
CO_Grant says:
CNS: Better get down to the lounge, those evacues  are going to need reassurement
CO_Grant says:
CNS: You might want to stop by the medbay along the way
CSO_KBeth says:
CIV: Sure thing, I'll hve the coordinates for you in 2 minutes
Nurse_Rynle says:
::Enters the bridge and sees the CTO lying on the floor::
CIV_McLeod says:
CSO: thanks ::checks on those engines again::
CNS-Jiosa says:
AOPS: 20 is completly evacuated, 19 will be done in two minutes, the rest have been evacuated to minimal crew
Eng_Bridges says:
*AXO*: on my way :: runs to TL :: TL: Engineering
Nurse_Rynle says:
::Sees the med team enter the bridge after her. Helps them prep the CTO and ship him back into the turbolift::
AXO_Lynam says:
CO: If we launched all runabouts and the remaining warp shuttle we might be able to tow the ship out.  I don't think the smaller craft would survive the waves though.
CO_Grant says:
AXO: Don't launch anything for right now
AOPS_Hawkes says:
CNS: Thank you. ::cuts all non-essential power to deck 20::
CO_Grant says:
AXO: shuttle wise but slaving off of a shuttle to power some equipment would be helpful
Nurse_Rynle says:
::Makes sure that they are all in the tubolift without stepping on any toes::
AOPS_Hawkes says:
::re-routes the power from deck 20 to shields and sensors::
AXO_Lynam says:
CO: I was thinking the same thing.
CIV_McLeod says:
self: where oh where have our engines gone..
CO_Grant says:
AXO: slave from every shuttle but the one set aside for AT
AXO_Lynam says:
*ENG*: Bridges, have a crew tap the warp shuttle's power into our own.
Host Nicke says:
ACTION: a flash of light and suddenly warp power is back online
Nurse_Rynle says:
::Looks around and sees blood pouring down the CIV's face.  Tsk tsks to herself and pulls out the dermal regenerator::
CSO_KBeth says:
CIV: Wave seems to spread in an elliptical pattern, with it cresting at the edge of sector 14.  I think if we head to coordinates 350.7, 547.9 we should be at the left and tale-end of the wave.
Eng_Bridges says:
:: enters Engineering :: *AXO* aye, will do
AOPS_Hawkes says:
Self :woohoo!
AXO_Lynam says:
*Eng*: Belay that.  Tap all support craft except the Platte.
AOPS_Hawkes says:
Brigde crew: Warp power back on line.
CIV_McLeod says:
CSO: acknowledged.  Plotting a course... ::taps his console::
Eng_Bridges says:
*Repair Crew 1* tap the warp shuttles power and plug it into ours
AOPS_Hawkes says:
::Feels like it's Christmas morning as he starts sending more energy to main systems::
CO_Grant says:
Hawkes: Very good
CO_Grant says:
*ENG*: keep up the good work
Eng_Bridges says:
*Repair Crew 1* belay that order
Host Nicke says:
ACTION: a small creature/humanoid the size of a small vile  sits on K'beths console and waves
Eng_Bridges says:
*CO* aye sir trying my best while the CEO is out
CSO_KBeth says:
::jumps back and sits on the ground:: WHOA!!
AXO_Lynam says:
CSO: Now that we have power.....::sees crreature.
CO_Grant says:
AFCO: set course to those co-ordinates that cso gave you. you should have some kind of impulse power in a few minutes soon from the shuttle slavign
Nurse_Rynle says:
::Walks over to the CIV:: CIV: Hold still.  ::Begins to heal the wound on his head::
Host Nicke says:
ACTION: he tiny man disapears
Host Nicke says:
<the>
Eng_Bridges says:
:: checks the impulse propulsion systems ::
AXO_Lynam says:
CSO: Tell me you saw that.
CSO_KBeth says:
::scrambles up and looks at console:: AXO: I was going to ask you the same thing...::grabs tri-corder::
Host Nicke says:
ACTION: the tiny man appears on the AOPS console and does a dance and laughs before disapearing::
CO_Grant says:
CSO: Why did you jump from your station, did you have an euphony?
Eng_Bridges says:
:: running checks on the IPS fuel systems ::
AXO_Lynam says:
CSO: never mind, now that we have power configure our own shields to match our probes.
AOPS_Hawkes says:
self: What the? ::jumps halfway out of his chair::
AXO_Lynam says:
CO: Sir, we have an intruder on the bridge.
CNS-Jiosa says:
::checks he safe areas with her PADD::
CSO_KBeth says:
::starts to read the data from the tri-corder and notices AOPS out of the corner of her eye::
Host Nicke says:
ACTION:the tiny man giggles and hides under the console
AOPS_Hawkes says:
::looks around bridge:: Did anyone else see...or sense that little man?
CO_Grant says:
::turns his head but the "intruder" is already vanished"
CNS-Jiosa says:
::does likewise:: All: Intruder?
CSO_KBeth says:
::starts to track the creature around the bridge with the tri-corder::
AOPS_Hawkes says:
::hits the intruder alert button::
CIV_McLeod says:
::mutters as the nurse starts treating him, but manages to hold still as he engages the course :: CO: we're set, sir
CO_Grant says:
ALL: what did you see?
CO_Grant says:
FCO: engage 1/2 impulse
Eng_Bridges says:
:: everything checks out, reroutes power to the warp nacelles :: *AXO*: I found nothing wrong with the IPS, so I rerouted power and got you at least warp 1, warp 2 at the most
AXO_Lynam says:
CSO: Ensign!  The shields...
AOPS_Hawkes says:
CO: A little humanoid. It did a dance on my console. Yes! I Know how that sounds and I haven't been drinking.
CIV_McLeod says:
CO: we're out of here ::engages the course::
CSO_KBeth says:
::scans the AOPS console::AXO:The shields were up sir...this thing came through them...
AXO_Lynam says:
*ENG*: Acknowledged.
AOPS_Hawkes says:
::turns off the intruder alert Klaxon...but lets the light blip::
Nurse_Rynle says:
::Finishes healing the CIV's wound and walks toward the back of the bridge, watching everyone else:: Self: Hmph..
CO_Grant says:
AOPS: You must have been hit rather hard in the next to last wave. Describe the little fellow, what was he wearing? What are his significant features?
CNS-Jiosa says:
::looks for the little creature that the others described::
AXO_Lynam says:
CSO: I know they were up.  I wanted you to configure them to match our probes.  To protect us from the waves.
CIV_McLeod says:
::turns to nurse quickly and smiles:: nurse: thank you.
Eng_Bridges says:
*Nurse Rynle*: we need you in Engineering, the CEO is out cold
CO_Grant says:
AOPS: do you have him in any bridge camera recordings?
Nurse_Rynle says:
::Suddenly smiles sweetly:: CIV: Any time.  *Bridges*: I'm on my way.  ::walks back to the turbolift:: TL: ME.
Eng_Bridges says:
*Nurse Rynle*: he hit is console pretty hard and is bleeding from his forehead
AXO_Lynam says:
::Self:: "Oh man, I hope it's a leprechaun, or an elf, or anything but...."
AOPS_Hawkes says:
CO: Just a second ::Accesses visual logs of bridge time index 10005.29 2025-2027::
CIV_McLeod says:
::half-focuses on the conversation, half on watching the ship's course::
CSO_KBeth says:
AXO:Aye sir..::runs over and modulates the shields to the same frequency as the sub-probe then tries to find the creature again:: AXO: Shields are modulated...we should be able to ride the waves easily now sir
AOPS_Hawkes says:
CO: I'm sending the record to your panel sir
CO_Grant says:
AOPS: very good
Nurse_Rynle says:
::Walks out into ME:: Bridges: Where is he?
AXO_Lynam says:
CSO: Very well.  NOW find out what that was.
Eng_Bridges says:
:: points to his right :: over there near his station
CO_Grant says:
::looks over the information, compares to his notes on breen space and culture::
CSO_KBeth says:
AXO:Aye sir...::starts to walk around the bridge holding the tri-corder::
CO_Grant says:
::reads from the records::
CO_Grant says:
ALL: you might have seen a nebicon
AXO_Lynam says:
::Watches the bridge carefully::
CIV_McLeod says:
CO: we'll be arriving at the coordinates in 2 minutes, 12 seconds
AOPS_Hawkes says:
::cautiously returns to OPS and continues re-stabilizing the power distribution::
CNS-Jiosa says:
CO: Really.  Whats a nebicon ?
AXO_Lynam says:
CO: A what?
AOPS_Hawkes says:
CO: A WHat a con?
Eng_Bridges says:
*AXO*: you can go to warp 1 at anytime, just don't exceed warp 2
CSO_KBeth says:
AXO:It appears to be composed of part biological and part gaseous material
AOPS_Hawkes says:
CSO: Can you locate it on internal sensors?
AXO_Lynam says:
CSO: Well so's Hawkes but that doesn't tell us much. ::Smiles grimly at Hawkes::
CO_Grant says:
ALL: a fantastical creature usually used in slang by breen in communications intercepted during the dominion war. Apparently breen insulted dominion operators by saying behave or a nebicon will steal your private parts
CSO_KBeth says:
AOPS:Only when it appears
CO_Grant says:
ALL: We  might have a first contact situation here. Don't offer violence to him. instead we must try to communicate with him
AOPS_Hawkes says:
::serripticiously cuts power to the heating element in Fox's shower::
AXO_Lynam says:
CO: Private parts?  Oh wonderful.  I suggest you be reeeaalll diplomatic.
Host Nicke says:
ACTION: the little man ducks under the console and disapears..litte scurrying can be heard
CIV_McLeod says:
CO: ::turns around in chair once they've reached coordinates::
CSO_KBeth says:
::whirls around toward the console...intently tracking the creature with the tri-corder::
CO_Grant says:
aAFCO: if on station , full stop
CO_Grant says:
::picks up his padd on breen culture::
AXO_Lynam says:
::Sees the security team arrive on the bridge and motions them to stay by the TL door.::
AOPS_Hawkes says:
Little man: Hello?
CIV_McLeod says:
CO: we're stopped, sir.
AOPS_Hawkes says:
::looks under his console::
Host Nicke says:
ACTION: the liitle man apears on the back of the AXO's chair and looks over his shoulder
CSO_KBeth says:
::crawls under the reading tri-corder::
AXO_Lynam says:
::Sits very still::
CO_Grant says:
CSO: concentrate on the data from sensors , resume studying the nebula activity. LOok for signals in the nebula that correspond to the sightings of the nebicon
CSO_KBeth says:
::looks up and sees AXO: AXO: Hold reeealll still...
Host Nicke says:
ACTION: the little man looks over at the door and the security and disapears
CO_Grant says:
::looks up and sees little guy on axo:;
AOPS_Hawkes says:
::tactical scans of local space for anythin that might be emitting a hologram::
AXO_Lynam says:
Little man: Hello there.  Can we help you with omething?
CSO_KBeth says:
CO:Aye sir...::sees little man disappears and goes back to the sci-station::
Host Nicke says:
ACTION: the little man looks around the bridge and appears on the captains arm rest
AXO_Lynam says:
CO: All in all sir, I think I preferred the LCARS program.
CNS-Jiosa says:
::looks at the little man::
CSO_KBeth says:
CO:Nebicon sighting registered sir...on your arm rest
CO_Grant says:
::reads from padd, that breen make a saying to ask for favor from nebican:;
AOPS_Hawkes says:
AXO: Should we alert the crew on how to behave should they see it? Or trust their SF training?
Host Nicke says:
ACTION: the little man pushes some buttons and disapears...
CO_Grant says:
NEBICON: KUUURIIK Yrassly boolfe :: translates as pleasant day in nebula yes::
CO_Grant says:
::checks the buttons pressed ::
Host Nicke says:
<little man> ::stops and looks at the CO::
Host Nicke says:
<littleman> ::cocks his head and laughs::
CO_Grant says:
AOPS: check the systems affected by those button presses
AOPS_Hawkes says:
CO: Aye sir. ::Backtraps the usage logs for the CO's panel::
CIV_McLeod says:
CO: There is a chance this could be some sort of hallucination.  Maybe we should see what the environmental controls on the bridge are?...
Host Nicke says:
<littleman> its a downright miserable day
AXO_Lynam says:
*ALL*: Attention crew.  We have an intruder aboard.  He seems mostly harmless.  Do not attempt to detain him unless vital systems are threatened.  That is all.
CO_Grant says:
NEBICON: Niiiiine ertgh vgihlluq :: Translates as we come in peace we only want to know about pulses :;
Host Nicke says:
<little man>::Looks around the bridge and listens::
CSO_KBeth says:
::holds tri-corder toward little man::
Eng_Bridges says:
*AXO*: where is the intruder now and what does it look like?
Host Nicke says:
<little man> ::Looks at the captain and appears over the sci station and pushes some butoons::
AXO_Lynam says:
*ENG*: He's here.  And you'll know him if you see him.
CO_Grant says:
NEBICON: Grant guuuuyyyt quitreeee iupoiiel vhbgy :: translates as we want to be friends::
CSO_KBeth says:
::watches the little man and notices that the sensors have just been re-alligned:: Little Man:What does this do?
CO_Grant says:
:: my name is grant what is yours::
Host Nicke says:
<Little guy> ahh phooey...
Host Nicke says:
<littel guy> ignores the captain and brings up a display on the sci console and smiles up at her before disapearing::
CO_Grant says:
CSO: compare your displays before and after intervention by the nebicon
Eng_Bridges says:
*AXO*: aye sir :: now is very curious as to what the AXO meant, "you'll know if you see him" ::
CO_Grant says:
CSO: is that a star chart like symbol there?
AOPS_Hawkes says:
::brings up environmental and life support settings for bridge...looking for anything that might be hallucinagenic::
Ens_Wobbles says:
::steps out of the turbolift onto the bridge and trips over the lip of the car stumbling onto the bridge::
CSO_KBeth says:
::looks at display and sees that the sensors are directed into the heart of the nebula:: CO: He..it...pointed us into here...it appears that it is a star system within the nebula
AXO_Lynam says:
AOPS: This is all well and good but what's our status and that of the nebula?
CO_Grant says:
::sees wobbles on the bridge:;
Ens_Wobbles says:
::stumbles across the bridge and crashes into Hawkes::
CO_Grant says:
WOBBLES: Have a look at this data at the sci one station.
CNS-Jiosa says:
::Sees Wobbles,  day is going from bad to worse::
Ens_Wobbles says:
::picks himself up off the floor:: OPS: Sorry ... CO: Ummm, yes sir! ::looks around:: Now which one is Science One?
Ens_Wobbles says:
::heads over to the Tactical Console::
CSO_KBeth says:
::sees wobbles and hastily puts the lock-out controls on the buttons of the sci-station
CIV_McLeod says:
::watches the little man as he moves around the bridge::
CO_Grant says:
WOBBLES: get a grip on a rail help interpret this data
Host Nicke says:
ACTION: the little man disapears and reapears all over the bridge... 
Ens_Wobbles says:
::nods:: CO: Aye sir ... ::looks at the tactical console:: I don't remember Science One being configured like this ... and what's this red button?
CSO_KBeth says:
Wobbles: Over here ensign....
AXO_Lynam says:
CO: he seemed to understand you.  Try finding out what he wants us to see in the nebula.
Ri`Chal says:
::Enters the tubolift:: TL: Bridge.
CO_Grant says:
AXO: Lock out the tac station from wobbles
CO_Grant says:
AXO: good idea
AOPS_Hawkes says:
AXO: Ship's status is mostly back to full power. Some stress on the hull.
Eng_Bridges says:
:: keeps an eye on the IPS and the WD's ::
AXO_Lynam says:
CO: Oh, and if Wobbles doesn't get it together in the next 60 seconds I'm going to have security take him back to his quarters.
Ens_Wobbles says:
::looks up and heads over to Kbeth::
CO_Grant says:
CSO: Is that a star on our charts? Wobbles are you paying attention?
Host Nicke says:
ACTION: the stars do not look like anything on current charts
AXO_Lynam says:
AOPS: Acknowleged.
Ri`Chal says:
::Enters the bridge and looks around with a smile playing on her lips:: Self: Interesting.
CSO_KBeth says:
CO:Aye sir, it is a complete star system within the nebula.  It does not match anything on our database.
CNS-Jiosa says:
::sees Ri`Chal enter, wonders what she is doing here::
Ens_Wobbles says:
::runs his hands across the console starting up a diagnostic cycle::
Ens_Wobbles says:
::launches a Class 5 probe by accident::
CIV_McLeod says:
::turns back to station and determines distance to the star system::
Ri`Chal says:
::Walks over to the science station and Wobbles:: Wobbles: Hey Ensign, getting plenty accomplished?
Host Nicke says:
ACTION: the little man appears in front of wobbles and stomps on his hand::
CO_Grant says:
CSO: interesting, is it in the center of the source of the pulses?
CSO_KBeth says:
::under her breath to Wobbles:: Touch this console and we will be having a nice loooong talk....
AOPS_Hawkes says:
::Cuts power to Wobbles console::
CSO_KBeth says:
Little Man: Thank you...
AOPS_Hawkes says:
Wobbles: Dang it...more power problems!
CO_Grant says:
WOBBLES: pay attention to that little guy there but offer no violence to him
Ens_Wobbles says:
::steps back away from K'Beth:: CSO: oh, sorry ... ummm ....
Ens_Wobbles says:
CO: It's not a system that we've recorded ...
Host Nicke says:
<little man> :Hops off wobbles hand and moves over to Kbeth and hits another sensor reader::
CO_Grant says:
WObbles: it looks that way
Ri`Chal says:
Wobbles: Busy day?
CSO_KBeth says:
::smiles at Wobbles:: No problem...now why don't you just look at the data at that console there ::points to the one that Hawkes shut the power to::
Ens_Wobbles says:
RiChal: Oh, always ....
Host Nicke says:
ACTION: the little man disapears again...
CO_Grant says:
CSO: is the starsystem the center of pulses?
CSO_KBeth says:
::lloks at the new sensor readings from the little man:: CO: the creature is pointing us to an M-Class planet within the system..
Host Nicke says:
ACTION: a display comes up in front of KBeth revealing an entire star system......
Ens_Wobbles says:
CSO: Oh ... umm ... yes sir.  ::goes over to the indicated console:: CO: Oh good lord .. it's worse than I thought.  We've lost main power!!
Ri`Chal says:
Wobbles: What is happening this time?  Something interesting, I'm sure.
Ens_Wobbles says:
::grabs Ri'Chal:: Ri'Chal: We're all going to die!! ::runs screaming into the turbolift::
AOPS_Hawkes says:
::sends some more power to Sensors. ::
CO_Grant says:
WOBBLES: that station is shut down to save power
AXO_Lynam says:
::Knuckes get white on the chair listening to Wobbles.  Begins grinding teeth.::
Ri`Chal says:
::is dragged into the turbolift with Wobbles.  Tries to not call out to be rescued from the ensign::
CNS-Jiosa says:
::assigns Wobbles to Ensign Duarte, is not going near that one::
CIV_McLeod says:
::updates a theoretical course to the planet::
CO_Grant says:
CSO: send co-ordinates to fco station
CSO_KBeth says:
CO: And now the display is showing an entire star system
Ens_Wobbles says:
TL: Escape pods!! ::pants::
Ri`Chal says:
::Gets an evil idea:: Wobbles: If the ship is going to be destroyed, let's get to the escape pods..
CO_Grant says:
CSO: interesting
Ens_Wobbles says:
::nods nods nods:: Ri'Chal: Good idea .... can't this thing go any faster?
CO_Grant says:
mcleod: do you have a course to that m class planet?
Host Nicke says:
ACTION: the littlle man jumps on Kbeths shoulder and points
Ri`Chal says:
::Grins, then resumes her concerned, scared to death expression:: Wobbles: I hope so!
Ri`Chal says:
Turbolift: Hurry!
Eng_Bridges says:
::cuts power to TL::
Ens_Wobbles says:
::jumps up and down in the turbolift to make it go faster::
Host Nicke says:
ACTION: turbolift stops
Ens_Wobbles says:
::falls to the floor as the lift comes to a stop::
Ri`Chal says:
::Startled:: Wobbles: I guess we should climb through the shaft...
Eng_Bridges says:
*AOPS* I have stopped the TL's, because I need the power here in Engineering
CIV_McLeod says:
CO: One moment, sir...I have a course, sir, but those energy waves are still there.  We may have to go in using manual controls
CO_Grant says:
NEBICON: huipyr vuier cwqaw :: translates as if this helps us to solve our mystery, we will scratch your ears until you are happy;;
AOPS_Hawkes says:
*ENG*: Ok. Can we have at least one for emergencies?
Ens_Wobbles says:
::picks himself up and opens the doors to the lift and runs out of the lift ... turns a corner and runs into a closed door ... is knocked cold::
CO_Grant says:
CIV: make it so,  engage 3/4 impulse
CIV_McLeod says:
::nods:: CO:Aye, sir.  ::starts towards the planet::
Ri`Chal says:
::Follows Wobbles out the door, sees him hit the ground:: Hmm..::Begins to drag Wobbles down the corridor.::  Computer: Current location?
Eng_Bridges says:
*AOPS* ok I'll give you one ::reroutes power to one TL, but it isn't the one with Wobbles and Ri'Chal::
Host Nicke says:
ACTION: the little man jumps of Kbeths shoulder and runs allong her console before disapearing
AOPS_Hawkes says:
*Eng*: That's not the one I had in mind anyway ::laughs:: thank you Bridges
Ri`Chal says:
<Computer> Ri'Chal: Deck seven.
CIV_McLeod says:
CO: Sir, we may want to take precautions.  The waves may be much stronger the closer to the planet we are
CO_Grant says:
CIV: acknowledged
KBeth says:
::directs sensors toward the planet specified by the creature::
Ri`Chal says:
Self: Perfect!  ::Continues to drag Wobbles down the corridor and into sickbay::
CO_Grant says:
AXO: employ your modified breen shielding as necessary to protect us from the waves
Host Nicke says:
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